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Houseman, Susan N. 2011. "Offshoring and Import 
Price Measurement." 

Survey of Current Business, February, pp. 7-11. 
The Problem:
“As currently constructed, import priceAs currently constructed, import price
indexes generally do not capture price declines, 

often large, associated with shifts in sourcing. 
This has prompted concerns that the real 
(constant-dollar) growth in imports has been 
understated and that domestic productivity andunderstated and that domestic productivity and 
real output growth measures have been 
overstated.”
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“Solution: Correcting the Bias 
Th h B ’ I d ”Through a Buyer’s Index”

BLS has proposed a solution : construct a 
true input price index based on a survey of 
buyers (Alterman 2009).

In principle, the purchaser of the inputs p p p p
should be able to report price changes in 
products irrespective of the source. p p
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Houseman goes on to write:Houseman goes on to write:

“The proposed survey would address biasesThe proposed survey would address biases 
in the input price index for shifts in 
sourcing among domestic suppliers assourcing among domestic suppliers as 
well as among domestic and foreign 
suppliers ”suppliers.
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And Susan Houseman also notes:And, Susan Houseman also notes:

“The immediate benefit of addressing thisThe immediate benefit of addressing this 
bias to the input price index is improved 
statistics in the BEA industry accounts. y

One drawback of the proposed input price 
index is that it will not directly address y
biases in the import price indexes, so it will 
not address biases to real GDP growth, as 

d i th ditmeasured using the expenditure 
approach, from shifts in sourcing.
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(1) GDP = C + I + G + X - M(1) GDP  C + I + G + X M. 

To compute real GDP growth allTo compute real GDP growth, all 
components of nominal GDP must be 
properly deflated to control for priceproperly deflated to control for price 
changes. 

The MPI is used to deflate the importThe MPI is used to deflate the import 
component, M. 

H i f th MPIHence in our paper, we focus on the MPI.
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1. One source of MPI bias is the price collection 

gap between the MPI and PPI programs.

When a producer changes from buying an 
intermediate input from a domestic source to 
buying that same input from a foreign producer, 
the product price will drop out of the domain of 
definition for the PPI and will become part of thedefinition for the PPI and will become part of the 
domain of definition for the MPI.

As a consequence, any price change associated q , y p g
with that sourcing substitution will not be 
included in either the PPI or the MPI. 
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A second procedural cause is that the operational 
definition of a product in the MPI data is a contractdefinition of a product in the MPI data is a contract 

between a particular buyer and seller.

O ti ll thi th t if ith thOperationally, this means that if either the 
buyer or the seller make changes that 
result in a new contract the price changeresult in a new contract, the price change 
between the old and new contracts is 
likely to be missedlikely to be missed.

This includes when the seller introduces a 
trivially different new version of a producttrivially different new version of a product 
as a way of trying to disguise a price 
increase.
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The price indexes in use for inter-temporal 
i d i d fcomparisons are designed for an economy 

where each product has ONE price in each 
ti i dtime period.

However, the seller and buyer actionsHowever, the seller and buyer actions 
that have led to concerns about 
MFP bias inevitably lead toMFP bias inevitably lead to 
situations in which products often 

t t d f diff tare transacted for many different 
prices in each time period.
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How then should do we measure inflation for 
a homogeneous sold in a variety of pricesa homogeneous sold in a variety of prices 

each time period?

“Throughout the country during the period a 
commodity is not sold at one price, nor even atcommodity is not sold at one price, nor even at 
one wholesale price in its principal market. 
Various quantities of it are sold at different 
prices, and the full value is obtained by adding 
all the sums spent ... and the average price is 
f d b di idi th t t l ( th f llfound by dividing the total sum (or the full 
value) by the total quantities.”

Correa Moylan Walsh (1921a p 88)
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AXIOMATIC AND ECONOMIC APPROACHES 
TO ELEMENTARY PRICE INDEXESTO ELEMENTARY PRICE INDEXES

W. Erwin Diewert
http://faculty.arts.ubc.ca/ediewert/axio.pdf

Thus Walsh and Davies simply took as anThus Walsh and Davies simply took as an 
axiom that the appropriate period t 
measure of price at the elementarymeasure of price at the elementary 
establishment and detailed product level is 
the unit value and the corresponding p g
period t measure of quantity at this 
elementary level is total quantity sold.
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One other important detail of the price collection 
i th t it i i t d d t i ld i l iprocess is that it is intended to yield a single price 

observation per period for each establishment 
where a product is being priced as is standardwhere a product is being priced, as is standard 

statistical agency practice.

For the multistage design that is used to 
select specific import items, probability 
sampling is used at each stage. This 
makes it less likely that the same productmakes it less likely that the same product 
item will be priced at multiple 
establishments
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How can we end up with enough observations to 
support the sort unit value pricing for homogenous suppo t t e so t u t a ue p c g o o oge ous

products?

Electronic data collection from business data 
bases would help.

This is what Statistics Iceland has been 
doing for some time now for their Producerdoing for some time now for their Producer 
Price Index.

Collecting electronic data directly from theCollecting electronic data directly from the 
accounts of firms enables the calculation of 
a superlative PPI index on a monthly basis
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Statistics Iceland expanded their new data collect 
h b b ildi t tapproach company by company, building trust.

Business are having to learn to be more g
comfortable about others having access to their 
data bases anyway because of how supply 
chains increasingly are being managed.g y g g

A defining choice for this company was when the 
decision was taken to share the company’s 
customer purchase data with its suppliers was acustomer purchase data with its suppliers was a 
critically important choice for Walmart. 

What Walmart recognized was that by sharing this 
i f i i h i li h ld ll iinformation with its suppliers, they could all gain 
from improved coordination on production and 
inventory levels. 
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Businesses like Walmart have been investing in 
lti l t f d t t d h imultiple aspects of data capture and sharing:

To improve the reliability of access to its dataTo improve the reliability of access to its data 
warehouse, in 1987, Walmart built the world’s 
largest private satellite communications system.

in 1991, Walmart spent $4 billion to create their new 
data warehouse Retail Link .

Walmart was a driving force in the development of a 
business support system called Collaborative 
Pl i F i d R l i h (CPFR)Planning, Forecasting, and Replenishment (CPFR). 
This software system can be used by supply chain 
partners to make coordinated business plans
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The business world is rapidly 
i f d d imoving forward on data issues;

Radio frequency identification (RFID) can beRadio frequency identification (RFID) can be 
even more cost effective. RFID enables 
the automated capture of data transmittedthe automated capture of data transmitted 
by radio waves from tags placed on 
shipping containers and product itemsshipping containers and product items. 

No physical contact or line of sight between 
a tag and tag reader are required anda tag and tag reader are required, and 
multiple tags can be read at once.
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A globally accepted set of Electronic 
Product Codes (EPCs) is also needed

The business world product code 
development seems to be going forwarddevelopment seems to be going forward 
with little involvement of the official 
statistics communitystatistics community.
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“If the product is the same but the supplier is 
different, do we continue to price it as the samedifferent, do we continue to price it as the same 
item? What if, in fact, the buyer uses multiple 

suppliers? Do we select a specific supplier or use 
some sort of average?” William Alterman

“Perhaps the BLS should use an altogether 
different approach such as combining pricesdifferent approach, such as combining prices 
from different respondents (in cases where 
the item specifications are identical)the item specifications are identical). 

William Alterman
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We agree with Alterman!We agree with Alterman!

Our agreement is clear from the factOur agreement is clear from the fact 
that it is unit values and total 

titi th t i t d i t thquantities that are inserted into the 
“true” target index in our 2010 paper.

Our paper fleshes out more fully why 
these proposed changes would bethese proposed changes would be 
effective.
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